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The United States Defense Posture
By Douglas Jamieson

The 1970’s marked a definite turnabout
in the nature of the United States lbreign
i)olic). 1"he Nixon l)octrine of 1969 started
,in appeasement of tensions between the
Sovict Llnlon and the US. The Doctrine
had illan’, intentions, but its main objective
v,a,, to cad the Cold War. Along with end-
ing thc Cold War came improved relations
nut only with the Soviet trni,m, but with
(’hma as well. Other provisions were that
the United State,,, would not fight uther
people’s years for them, and that the U.S
~ould get off the .’trinn race treadmill. The
Carter years moved into an even greater
posture of detente¯ During the years of
197t~ to 1979, the Carter Administration
downplayed the "So,,iet threat.’" Carter’s
foreign policy toward the Soviet Union was
wishful thinking at best. The result was that
the Soviet Union took advantage of the
US. and embarked on a massive nuclear
arms build up. The invasion of Afghanistan
and the overthrow of Somoza in 1979
seemed once again to reinforce the true
intentions of the communist Russians: to
spread the Marxist philosophy wherever
possible throughout the world. The Soviet
threat which the U.S. chose to ignore was
now greater than ever; not simply because
communism had already overridden south-
east Asia, or was trying to spread into
Afghanistan. The Soviet threat was now in
the immediate back yard of the U.S. The
western hemisphere had been infiltrated by
communism in Nicaragua. American for-
eign policy was ailing and a reevaluation
was desperately needed--the 1980’s saw
the remedy.

With the inauguration of Ronald Rea-
gan, a new phase of foreign policy was
ushered into America. President Reagan’s
foreign policy includes three clearly defined
objectives. First and most important is to
acknowledge the Soviet threat; second is to
define the United States’ interests and
national security objectives; third is to build
a strong defense in accordance with those
interests and national security objectives.

Addressing the Soviet threat, the U.S.
began the implementation of the Reagan
Doctrine. The Reagan Doctrine evokes
United States aid to promising democratic
freedom fighters combating totalitarian
regimes. Immediately, freedom fighters in
the countries of Nicaragua, Afghanistan,
and Angola were recognized by the Rea-
gan Administration.

Furthermore, the Reagan Administra-
tion had seen the Soviets work their way
around treaties, as well as flagrantly violate
them. This is the case with the SALT 1
Treaty, which limits the amount of
launchers (nuclear missiles) each super-
power is allowed to deploy. The Soviets
kept within the limitations on launchers,
but worked their way around the treaty by
dramatically incrasing the number of war-
heads each missile contains. The Soviets
did this by deploying the SS- 18 intercon-
tinental ballistic missile (ICBM) that con-"
tains ten or more warheads. The Soviets
also flagrantly violated the Ant+ballistic
Missile (ABM) Treaty by installing a radar
in Krasnoyarsk, Siberia that can detect and
track incoming ICBM’s over Soviet terri-
tory. Under the treaty each superpower is
allowed one hundred ant+ballistic launchers
with tracking radars in one location. The
Soviets have this point defense deployed
around Moscow. The treaty prohibits addi-
tional radars that can track ICBM’s in other
regions of Soviet territory, in a way useful
for defense, such as the Krasnoyarsk radar
does. Regarding the SALT I Trea~, the
United States still has to rely on Minute,,
man II and Minuteman III ICgE4’s, Nvhich -"

ten or more warheads. Regarding the ABM
Treaty: Though the Soviets are in direct
violation, the United States has remained
within the treaty’s restrictions. This includes
all research and testing done on the Stra-
tegic Defense Initiative (SDI) thus far.

The United States’ interests and national
security objectives go hand in hand. Secre-
tary of Defense Caspar W. Weinberger in
his Annual Report to the Congress fiscal
year 1988 describes the United States’
interests:

America’s paramount national inter-
ests are peace, freedom, and prosper-
ity for ourselves and lbr our allies
and our friends, and tbr others around
the world. We seek an international
order that encourages self-determi-
nation, democratic institutions, eco-
nomic development, and human
rights. We endorse the open exchange
of ideas and other measures to en-
courage understanding between
peoples.

Once the United States’ interests have been
defined, objectives are essential in order to
maintain those interests. Caspar W. Wein-
berger states that the major objectives are
to:

¯ Safeguard the United States and its
forces, allies, and interests by deter-
ring aggression and coercion; and
should deterrence fail, by defeating
the armed aggression and ending the
conflict in terms favorable to the
United States, our allies, and our
interests at the lowest possible level
of hostilities.

¯ Encourage and assist our allies and
friends in defending themselves
against aggression, coercion, subver-
sion, insurgencies, and terrorism.

¯ Ensure U.S. access to critical re-
sources, markets, the oceans, and
space.

¯ Where possible, reduce Soviet pres-
ence throughout the world; increase
the costs of Moscow’s use of subver-
sive forces; and foster changes within
the Soviet bloc that will lead to a
more peaceful world order.

U.S. defense posture. The U.S. regards its
allies and other interests as~nvaluable. This
is of utmost importance, yet the U.S. can
not simply say that it needs unlimited
defense resources in order to protect its
allies and interests. Congress asks many
questions and how much the I.I.S. needs for
defense purposes is questioned regularly.
The U.S. must have a set guideline to base
its defense posture on. Unfortunately lor
the United States, the Soviet Union is this
guideline. Therelore, the Soviet threat and
the Soviets’ massive arms buildup are the
key elements in the formulation of the U.S.
defense posture.

Ever since the arms race began, the
world has been held hostage by the concept
of mutual assured destruction (MAD). This
concept relies on the tact that if either the
United States or the Soviet Union launched
a pre-emptive strike, then the other super-
power would react in destructive retalia-
tion so that each would destroy the other.
The MAD concept has kept both super-
powers in line for well over two decades.
Presently, the United States defense strat-
egy must be primarily based on offensive
deterrence. This form of deterrence is both
nuclear and non-nuclear (conventional).
Respective examples are the Peacekeeper
ICBM and the Air Force F-16 jet. How-
over, a search for a less perilous protection
than holding each other’s population hos-
tage is also of primary importance. This is
where the development of a defensive sys-
tem comes into place. The United States’
defense strategy, therefore, must be the
development of all three force categories:
nuclear, conventional, and defensive.

Nuclear ICBM’s were developed by the
United States and the Soviet Union for the
sole reason of being an offensive weapon.
Over the years as each superpower deployed
measurable numbers of ICBM’s, the use of
these missiles became increasingly unde-
sirable because of the MAD concept. There-
fore, each superpower had to intimidate the
other, consequently deterring any use of
nuclear missiles. This is why the U.S. must
continue to keep a strong offensive nuclear
force. The U.S. can never afford to let down
its guard; it happened in the Seventies, and

¯ Prevent the transferofmilitarily criti- the Soviets took advantage of American
cal technology to the Soviet bloc. good fsith. The Reagan Administration,

¯ Pursue equitableand verifiable arms fed up with Soviet noncompliance to trea-
reduction agreemt~nts. Because corn- ties, proposed the ten or more warhead
pliance is key tO the value of any Peacek¢~per-!CBM and has deployed ten
international agwiernent, and in view of the p~flfty Peacekeepers in exist-

contain two and three w~\t~.~.i:~:~ ~ of the Soviet. ~ of violations, tng ~#ilos. Other aspects of the
tively. On the other h~~ :~:- fully effective v~tltion is the vital U.S. o/~iyt~ce that need to be strong
Sovi ’...ssive +,,,W’ of any ,- - ~d,~w.~ ~a.:. ....
Ul~l~iteshasmanll : ~LS~.L_~, i’lise objective~:]~ the United States a?dT~rines.Maintaini.lltbem
Ik/’ .~, l~,cekeeper I~ ~ clear criteria~i~nnin.|tsdefe~ ~ l~Jlllll11~ffenslVe wealx~lis the

.;~+),]iI1~ Peacekeeilm’~ k~h~gy.butthisis~. ,leb~f0¢~ .... ~l~l~~,rrenttl~lUnitedStates

needs.
Another necessity to deterrence IS con-

ventional force. This is managed with a
combined effort between the United States
and its allies in the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO). in the category 
conventional weapons the U.S. and NATO
lag far behind the Soviet Union quantita-
tively. On the other hand, the U.S. holds a
marginal lead qualitatively, especially in
the area of tactic;al airforce. The U.S. also
leads both quantitatively and qualitatively
in naval warships. The drawback in NATO’s
development of conventional forces is in
the fact that they rely too heavily on U.S.
nuclear deterrent. This is seen with NATO’s
willingness to accept Pershing II and cruise
missiles from the U.S. These intermediate
range missiles would counter Soviet SS-20
intermediate range missiles. Nevertheless,
the U.S. has managed to build a deterrence
on its conventional forces in Europe, as
observed even before the Pershing II and
cruise missiles were deployed. France and
Britain have their own minimal interme-
diate range nuclear force (INF). France has
a truly independent nuclear force. Britain’s
nuclear force comes from Polaris and Tri-
dent submarines which are obtained from
the United States. Furthermore, West Ger-
many holds roughly 72 short range nuclear
missiles with the warheads controlled by
the U.S. For this reason, if there was an
arms control agreement, particularly re-
moving all U.S. and Soviet short and inter-
mediate range missiles from Europe, the
result would be that the U.S. and NATO
would have to work systematically to coun-
ter the quantitative conventional force ad-
vantage the Soviet Warsaw Pact nations
have. The other preferable alternative
would be to reach a subsequent agreement
reducing and equaling all NATO/Warsaw
Pact conventional forces. However, if the
likelihood of such an agreement seems
slim, then the U.S. must continue to strength-
en its secondary means ofdeterrence--U.S./
NATO conventional force.

The third category of the United States
defense strategy is the development of non-
nuclear defensive weapons. The Reagan
Administration has set about to develop
just a system that presently is known as the
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). With the
proposal of SDI, the Reagan Administra-
tion is not trying to portray the thought that
a nuclear war is winable; instead the Ad-
ministration is seeking ways to reduce the
threat of a pre-emptive strike by the Soviets.
Caspar W. Weinherger explains:

The rationale for strategic defense is
really quite simple: the United States
and its allies would be far better offif
we could destroy incoming nuclear
missiles rather than destroying peo-
ple. An effective strategic defense
would help deter attacks against us
and, if it is as effective as we hope,
virtually eliminate the terrible dam-
age that would occur if deterrence
fails, or in the case of an accidental
launch.

The importance of SDI goes well beyond
the alleviation of damage to the U.S. if
deterrence fails. SDI actually serves as an
aid in the reduction of nuclear weapons by
giving a message to the Soviets that if SDI
is deployed, nuclear weapons will become
less effective in a pre-emptive strike. How-
ever, the Soviets still suspect that the U.S. is
planning a pre-emptive strike by using SD!
to render the Soviets’ retaliatory capability
ineffective. The fact of the matter is that
President Reagan has made several arms
reduction proposals to the Soviets just to
extinguish such suspicions. In spite of that,
the Soviets insist that the SDi program
must be limited to jmt research, if .not
Iotallyeliniinated, befoge any m¢onl~6i
lMean be met. This pmpoIItl by the

Letters
Dear Editor,

I applaud not only the courage but the
quality of what you are doing.

Sincerely,
Thomas Sowell
Senior Fellow

Dear Editor,
Keep up the good work and "give ’era

Hell!"
Sincerely,

Edwin O. Leonard

Dear Editor,
On behalf of Governor George Deukme-

jian, I would like to congratulate the Cali-
fornia Review for its successes.

Sincerely,
Kevin M. Brett
Press Secretary

Dear Editor,
The Review is a breath of fresh air amidst

the stench that st+ characterizes the groves
of academia in 1987.

Sincerely.
Robert H. Whitele+x

l)eur F:.ht<’r.
Thi+, i,, the best colicge new ,,paper I h;l\c

’.,’..’CIq Kdt.’[~ I, ,:VI. lellov, con’,erx,,ili\c-

Sincclel\.

Frank (’erronc

Dear Editor.
The recent publicity blitz by busine;,s

supporters of the beer industry’s wholesaler
monopoly bill is instructive. A common
fallacy parroted by liberals and the media
is that businessmen relish an unregulated
free market. The wholesalers" sophistic
propaganda demonstrates that frequently
the opposite is true.

Many such businessmen attempt to use
the power of government to give them the
profits that they can’t earn legitimately in
the marketplace. They purchase the best
politicians that money can buy, and then
they push through protectionist laws to
rape the consumer.

It was the big airlines who opposed the
deregulation of air fares by the now defunct
CAB. It was the big trucking companies
who opposed the deregulation of ~,hipping
by the ICC. In both instances the deregula-
tion ha~ saved consumers tens otbilli,m~, of
dollars while cutting the monopoly profits
of the prcvlou~l~ regulated industries.

Voter~ ~hould not coal+use the pru-bu~i-
nest. anti-con,,ulncr politic~ oltcn la~,olCcl

b~ the tv+o major partie~, with tt+c truc tree
market policies e>,pouncd by Milton Fried-
man and t)lhct lihcrhlrian,,. "]hc bccr
monopol.’, bill i, simplb a blatant ~ et-~on ol
the thousand, t+l ’~uch ,,tlb~,id\ :,l’,~’, ~hicl+
IIAV~ r)crlliCzite t)tn" >,tlclet,,

YOU I’~. truh.

Robert Valuate

From the Editor,

Welcome to another year of the Review.
There are a few changes readily apparent
as you browse through the pages. The first
is that the Review is in the process of chang-
ing into four-column format. This will
allow us to put more material into each
issue while also improving the general
appearance of the paper. Another change is
in the Editing and Publishing staff. Joining
me in this endeavor are Robert Triplett,
Publisher, Doug Jamieson, Assistant Edi-
tor, Leslie Crocker, Layout Supervisor, and
a host of new writers and production staff.

The Review has set a number of goals for
itself this year. By next quarter the paper
will become a monthly, and hopefully
twenty pages per issue. There will be more
interviews, and even a few speakers on
campus. The focus of the paper is also

going to be shifted, so that more campus
and local issues are covered, along with
continued coverage of national and inter-
national developments.

The Review will, however, continue to
bring the conservative voice to a campus
woefully absent of such. The articles will
still be relevant and insightful, and perhaps
a bit provocative as well. Our goal is to
present an alternative to the views usually
espoused on campus, to show a different
perspective on the world, and to challenge
the Leftist rhetoric. If you disagree with the
Review’s viewpoint, write a letter to the
Editor. But if you agree, why not stop by the
office and show your support for the Con-
servative Rebellion against the entrenched
Liberal Establishment¯ We’re always look-
ing tbr a few good writers.

--JSC
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¯ The Sierra Club announced itself to be
one of the ten most extravagant lobbyist
groups, spending $1,059,721 in 1986 in
efforts to convince Congress to end cattle
grazing, timber harvest, watershed man-
agement and automobile touring in public
wilderness areas. Keep those Sierra Club
contributions coming in, folks. It costs real
money to keep undesirables off your fed-
eral lands.

¯ Former Philippine President Ferdinand
Marcos and his wife, Imelda, have an inter-
esting belief. "We are part of the achieve-
ment of being a god." stated the former
Dictator in a Playboy interview. Need he
say more?

¯ Have any extra bricks? Kenny Bob Par-
sons and the members of the Great Wall of
Texas society need over 32 billion of them
to build a 40 foot high, 40 foot thick wall
along the 3,617 miles of Texas border.

¯ Mr. Rogers left his neighborhood for
Moscow last month where he was a guest
host for the children’s show "Good Night.
Little Ones." in return, young Americans
get to see Tatiana Vedeneeva on "Mr.
Rogers’ Neighborhood." Now you can
watch GlasnosTV in your own living room.

¯ President Reagan is in trouble with the
Internal Revenue Service? Actually, it was
an IRS trainee who typed in the President’s
name while practicing setting up tax liens
against delinquent taxpayers. Unfortunately
for the President, the entry can’t be removed
from the agency files, though the entry was
made with a bogus Social Security number
and address.

¯ Sweden is arming its army conscripts
with camouflage colored condoms. The
condoms are labeled "COMMANDO--
Defense Against AIDS." It’s only a matter
of time before some fast food joint comes
out with a collectors’ series featuring "Star
Wars" characters.

¯ A new biography of former Fed Chair-
man Paul Volcker is out and shows that his
advocacy of a tight money policy was not
limited to the national economy. Accord-
ing to Mr. Volcker’s daughter, who is
quoted in the book. the former Fed Chair-
man was loath to part with money. "1
remember we had thisold car," she relates.
"The car was just falling apart. I remember
at one point the front seat fell back. He took
the kitchen stool and propped up the back
of the seat for a couple of years." Mr.
Volcker. the book reveals, also bought a
washer and dryer for his daughter as a
present "and then proceeded to carry over
his laundry every week in a suitcase." Con-
cludes Mr. Volcker’s daughter, "He’s just
sort of cheap."

¯ The famous black economist and syndi-
cated columnist Walter Williams, while
pondering the current state of The Repub-
lic. writes in one of his recent columns.
"Some of my mail is encouraging. I receive
the Cali[ornia Review."

¯ Judicial activism is popping up in Wyo-
ming where the State Supreme Court is
going beyond interpretation of the law to
the invention of new words. In a lootnote of
an opinion written by Justice Walter C.
Urbigkit, Jr., the Justice, speaking for the
Court states, "we have decided that we like
the word ’conclusory," and we are stressed
by its omission from the English language."
"Conclusory’ (a combination of "conclu-
sion" and "illusory") would pertain to mak-
ing an allegation which one mistakingly
believes is supported by facts. The footnote
continues, "We now proclaim that hence-
forth ’conclusory’ is appropriately to be
used in the opinions of this court."

In Review
Constitution, 200 Years Old, Killed by Congress

¯ The British are still British. Police in
England chased a robbery suspect and
finally tackled him on the front lawn of 75
year old Mrs. Mary Pecover. According to
Mrs. Pecover, "1 came out because I heard
a helicopter hovering above.

"As soon as 1 got outside there was this
big fellow lying face down in my front
garden with two policemen sitting on top of
him and another standing by him.

"They just stayed sitting on this chap and
they asked for a cup of tea.

"! said: ’Do you want three cups or four?’
"’They said: ’Just three, please.""

¯ Meanwhile, Brooke Shields showed that
one can graduate "’with honors" from
Princeton without taking a single course in
History (except for film history, of course),
Classics, Political Science, Economics,
English and American Literature. Mathe-
matics, and the physical sciences. Appro-
priately enough, however, she did take a
course in beginning acting.

¯ Senator Joseph Biden’s quest for the
Democratic presidential nomination was
struck a death blow when, after revelations
that the Senator made a habit of adopting
large portions of other politicians" speeches
as his own (including one from British
Labor Party leader Nell Kinnock, in which
Kinnock talks of his family background),
Biden was forced to acknowledge having
exaggerated his academic record and hav-
ing been caught plagiarizing at law school.
If only Biden had had Ted Kennedy’s
wealth he could have done as Kennedy did
and paid someone to do his school work for
him.

¯ The original Marlboro Man has gone to
the big ranch in the sky. Three guesses as to
the cause of death.

¯ File this one under "Now I’ve heard it
all." A convict sentenced to life for a first
degree murder has sued to be released. The
convict, one Richard Richards of Missouri,
claims that the pacemaker implanted in his
chest in 1985 has extended his life span
beyond the "natural life" of his sentence.
He also wants damages for each day since
the implant he has spent in prison. As far as
we know, Mr. Richards is still residing in
the slammer.

¯ Pravda reported in August that an I l-
year old girl from Soviet Azerbaijan woke
up from a nap in the garden choking and
gasping for air. Doctors removed a two-
foot long Caucasian Cat Snake from her
throat. The kid is all right, but there is no
word on the fate of the running-dog reptile.

¯ It’s about time. In Ferrol, Spain, a monu-
ment to the most unappreciated of the
body’s organs was unveiled by the mayor/
coroner. The political pathologist, in an
ode to the liver, noted that he had seen
"hundreds of these organs tortured by
cocktails and wine." Perhaps Ferrol is a
college town.

¯ The London-based International Epicu-
rean Circle has named the Scottish National
Dish, haggis, "the most horrible gastro-
nomic and culinary delight of the century."
The honoree is, or course, a sheep’s minced
heart, liver and lungs cooked with oatmeal
in the skin of the sheep’s stomach.
Mmmmmm-mmmmm.

¯ They have already claimed to have
invented the electric light, radio, television
and the airplane, but this time the Russkies
have gone a step too far and asserted that
they, in fact, created the American game of
baseball. Supposedly, baseball’s immediate
predecessor was a Russian folkgame. How-
ever, an American who coaches Russian
amateur players finds no innate talent
there. "The Russians," he says, "throw like
girls."

¯ The stray dogs of Singapore cross roads
only through crosswalks and at the appro-
priate color of the light.

¯ We at CR want to know what the big
deal about Ollie North haircuts is. We had
them before he even took the stand?

¯ A Vanity Fair articleon the self-destruc-
tion of Gary Hart points out that when
Democrats get in trouble, it’s almost always
about sex. When Republicans do, it’s almost
always about money.

¯ During a recent debate, Republican Pres-
idential Candidate Jack Kemp denied he
was a hawk. "I’m a dove," he said, "a heav-
ily armed dove."

¯ East Germans, who are used to waiting
up to 12 years for getting their orders for a
new car filled, are now allowed to bequeath
their place in line on the waiting list to
family members if they believe they might
be dead by delivery time.
¯ Mr. Gorbachev seems destined to visit
America soon, but no gay rights groups
appear interested in protesting his arrival.
Instead, they are focusing on Pope John
Paul II, who has no one rotting in his pri-
sons for practicing homosexuality, unlike
Smilin’ Mike. Maybe they think the Rus-
sian leader is cute.

¯ Amy Carter has proved to be almost as
bright as her father. Last quarter she flunked

out of Brown University.

¯ So-called "Peace Activist" Brian Will-
son, who decided to make a protest against
American support for forces supporting
freedom in Central America, recently sat in
the path of a Navy munitions train. Not
surprisingly, he was run over, and lost both
legs and a chunk of his skull. Naturally, the
left was ecstatic. "Ronald Reagan," said
one excited caller to a radio talk show, "is
now mutilating those who stand for peace."

¯ Among the visitors to Mr. Willson’s
hospital bed: Singer-Song Writer-Lesbian
Joan Baez, Castro and Arafat’s friend Jesse
Jackson and the wife of Nicaraguan dicta-
tor Daniel Ortega.

¯ Mr. Willson is suing the Navy for not
stopping the train, of course.

¯ How has CR found out all this legless
leftist trivia? Because the first thing the
leftists did after the accident was hire a
publicist to take full propaganda advan-
tage of the incident.

¯ Remember how last year a nitwit bit an
FBI recruiter at UCSD and was arrested?
Those charges were dropped. About the
same time, in Managua, a peaceful demon-
stration for the restoration of civil liberties
was broken up by Sandinista thugs with
cattle prods and attack dogs. So far, no
leftist protest at UCSD. What would the
secret police have done if the demonstra-
tors had bared their teeth? Probably put
their Soviet made rifles to work. There’s
nothing like a double standard, is there?

By Jolm S. Cleaves

HUKES
IN

September was the bicentennial for the
Constitution of the United States. Two
hundred years of freedom and equality for
Americans, of democracy and capitalism,
of free speech and balanced government.
As the United States enters its third century
as a constitutionally defined nation, it has
many proud achievements to look back
upon, and many more to anticipate in its
future. The Constitution is America’s great-
est accomplishment. It defines the nation,
the people, and the culture. The way we act,
speak, and write is based on the freedom it
gives us. Our businesses and industries
practice under its guarantees. Our govern-
ment is bound by its rules and regulations.
Or rather, the government used to be bound
by the Constitution, for that seems to be
changing.

When the fifty-five delegates who were
to create the Constitution met in Philadel-
phia in the summer of 1787, one thought
common among them was the Judea-
Christian belief that man is an imperfect
creature. They had lived through the tyran-
ny of an autocracy and did not want to
allow for that possibility in the nation they
were creating. The outcome was the sys-
tem of checks and balances. The govern-
ment was divided into three distinct groups,
the Executive, the Legislative, and the
Judicial branches. Each of these was given
certain powers, and was made to be a
watchdog to ensure that the other branches
did not overstep their bounds, become too
powerful, or infringe upon the rights of the
American public. This system has worked
admirably for two hundred years, produc-
ing one of the most equitable and stable
governments the world has ever known.

Unfortunately, events seem to be com-
bining to put an end to this method of rule.
The blame is to be placed on both the poor
decisions of the Executive and the over-
eagerness of the Legislative brancli.

The most apparent example can be
!aken from newspaper headlines. Congress
ts opposed to the nomination of Robert
Boric to the Supreme Court. Some can
truthfully claim that it is because of his
conservative viewpoint or the fact that he
has changed his stance on several issues.
The ones who claim that they stand against
him because he will politicize the Court are
being deceptive.

In fact, it is these Senators and Con-
gressmen who would politicize the Bench.
As it stands now, the Supreme Court is in a
deadlock, four Justices of conservative
leanings, four of liberal. The appointment
of Judge Bark would break the situation
and give the Court a majority which favors
the conservative side of social issues. It
would also give the Court a majority of
strict Constitutionalists who follow the let-
ter of the law, as opposed to the revisionists,
who favor modification of the Constitution
to fit their own views on society.

The Democrat controlled Senate will not
tolerate such a situation. Instead they
say Judge Bark will politicize the Court
while in fact it is they who would politicize
the Court by requiring that the next Justice
be a liberal of their own viewpoint. If they
cannot achieve that lofty goal, they will
instead continue to attack whomever the
President nominates so that the Court will
be left in perpectual deadlock, unable to
reach a decision on any number of issues.

Not only is such an action an inclusion of
politics into the Supreme Court, which is
supposed to be free from the like, but it is
also an attack upon the Constitution itself.

The system of checks and balances pro-
vides the Congress with a means of pre-’
venting the President from packing the
Court with political cronies. In the past it
has worked well. Now, however, Congress
is infringing on this system to gain influ-
ence over the Court. They would have a

Court which supports them, or no Court at
all. What makes the situation even worse is
that President Reagan is in fact a lameduck
President. Congress does not approve his
bills and overrides his vetoes. They ques-
tion his decisions and work to prevent him
from taking action.

Therefore, the situation at present is one
in which the Legislative branch is moving
beyond its Constitutionally defined bounds,
using the balance of power to its own
advantage by keeping the Executive weak
and the Judicial tied up in indecision.

The Congressional call for implementa-
tion of the War Powers Act in the Persian
Gulf points to another infringement by the
Legislative upon a separate branch of
gove,,’n ii ,vill.

It is commonly regarded that President
Johnson overstepped his rights by getting
the United States into the Vietnam War
through the bogus second incident in the
Gulf of Tonkin. But Congress, in turn,
overreacted by devising the War Powers
Act, stripping from the President his ability
to respond forcefully and efficiently to
events abroad. Our national enemies can
now relax, knowing that it is very possible

that no matter what they do, it is highly
likely that American forces would be with-
drawn in sixty days by a Congress forever
afraid of another Vietnam. This Act
handcuffs not only the President but also
the military, which now must try to protect
America while faced with the spectre of
being withdrawn before effective action
can be taken.

Of cause, Congress answers to the Amer-
ican public and these actions it has taken
would have met with great resistance if not
for the fact that, to an extent, the people
have lost faith in the Executive.

The reason for this loss of faith were the
two great Presidential scandals of recent
decades, Watergate and the Iran-Contra
affair. It is unfortunate that two of the
ablest Presidents to serve this nation would
become involved in controversies which
would damage and destroy their ability to
lead the country. These affairs have allowed
Congress to take on the role of "protector
of the people," supposedly saving the pub-
lic from an Executive gone wild.

In reality, Congress is threatening, not
protecting, the public with its actions. It is
restricting and even stripping the Execu-
tive branch of power, while at the same
time it is keeping the Judicial branch inde-
cisive and ineffective until it can be made
supportive of the goals held by Congress.

In this, the two hundredth anniversary of
the Constitution, the document which de-
fines America, Congress. with the help of
an error-prone Executive, is stepping be-
yond the laws which have restricted it since
1787. If Congress continues down this
path, it will destroy the balance of power
and thus the Constitution itself, and Amer-
ica will once again find itself in tyranny, for
an unrestricted oligarchy is just as bad as
an autocracy.

John S. Cleaves. a Senior at UCSD, is
Editor-in- Chief uf CR.
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A Challenge for the Reagan D ctrine
By Horatio Galba

If the Reagan Doctrine of supporting
anti-communist insurgencies is to be taken
seriously in the future, it must be applied,
without delay, to aid and abet the Michael-
ites of Ethiopia before they are persecuted
further by Ethiopia’‘‘ cruel and oppressive
Marxist government.

"Fhe Michaelites are wraths who imitate
their cult hero, Michaei Jackson, adopting
his clothes, mannerisms, and whatever else
there is to adopt of him. The Marxist
government of Ethiopia has called upon
parents to take action against "’the invasion
of this hippie culture,’" without, obviously,
knowing what a hippie is.

It is hard to see how youths who dress in
sunglasses, mock opera military uniforms,
and white gloves can be considered hip-
pies. It would be more appropriate to call
them officers and gentlemen with high
voices who can dance. In other words, they
are perfect anti-communist resistance.
tintainted by human rights violations, hav-
ing a profound affection for popular Amer-
ican culture, and in joyful opposition to the
humorless Ethiopian communists, the Mi-
chaelites should be able to obtain support
from both sides of the congressional aisle.
It is hard to see how aid could be denied to
any movement so pure of corrupting influ-
ences and so far from our own shores.

Admittedly, the Michaelites have been
known to get out of hand from time to time.

Reports have surfaced that a band of
Michaelites broked into a private dinner.
ate all the food, and got into a fight over a
married woman. But can anyone in Ethio-
pia really be blamed for eating all the food
he can’? And can we really condemn youths
who fight over a married woman when our
own preachers and politicians are shame-
lesslv cheating on their wives during all
hours of.the day and night’? Are we not all
sinners in the eyes of God’?

Now. the more cultured among us might
argue that while Wagnerites in Ethiopia
could merit our support, Michaelites arc
more than a little infra dig: and one could
not easily debunk the argument, if it were
made by Secretary of State George Schultz,
that we should provide arms and military
training to the Ethiopian regime so that it
could ,+quash the Michaelites and, by our
aid, help us wean the communist govern-
ment from its dependence on the Soviets.
But realpolitik reminds us that we must use
such tools as our provided us. The hope that
Wagnerities might form a sturdy and size-
able resistance to the Ethipian government
is a hope built on sand; and it seems foolish
to sell-out one of the most pro-American
forces on the continent of Africa in the
hope of converting a sworn foe into a
trustworthy friend.

For when one comes down to it, what are
Michaelites but American yuppies in an

African context? The Michaelites seek
self-improvement. They want a chance at
the finer things in life. They want food
They want women. And, according to press
reports. Ethiopian marriages are coming
under strain because Michaelite brides are
upset that their husbands cannot keep them
dressed in the latest Michael Jackson
fashions. The Michaelites are a profoundly
pro-capitalist force, yearning for free nnar-
kets. wealth, and designer clothes. What
some of the critics call "jolly Jacksonism"
is. in fact, the most convincingly anti-
Marxist movement operating in Ethiopia.

This leaves us with only two morally
acceptable choices. We must either airlift
the Michaelites to safety or we must do all
we can to help them in their struggle
against a government that has one of the
worst, perhaps even the worst, human
rights records in the world. Unfortunately,
unlike the Falashas. whom the Israelis
were able to liberate from the Ethiopian
communists, the Michaelites have no home-
land. They could be transplanted in Holly-
wood, but they might find freedom spiritu-
ally numbing after having endured so much
abuse at home. The Michaelites, if they
were brought to America, could find the
country as spiritually hollow as Solzhenit-
syn has. It would seem by far the better
course to supplement their electric guitars
with stinger anti-aircraft missiles, captured

AKs, and other tools of urban and rural
guerilla warfare.

We must not treat the Michaelites lightly.
They have been willing to risk their lives to
follow their beliefs. At a recent funeral for a
young Michaelite, the mourners were heard
io lament."a star performer is departed ....
To whose care have you abandoned us
other Michaels?’" Though directed to God,
that plea must also be haunting American
decision-makers. The United States must
not allow itself to be lured into inaction
because of the lran/Contra affair. The
world keeps spinning and problems keep
erupting despite congressional hearings. If
the Reagan Doctrine is to be truly and hon-
estly employed, and if we are finally going
to recover from our fear of international-
ism spawned by the Vietnam War, we must
come to the aid of the Michaelites, because
in our hearts, we all know what the Mi-
chaelites could do to the Ethiopian regime:
they could beat it.

Horatio Galba is CR’s European Literao,
Correspondent

The Solution to the Irish Q ;les ion
By Horatio Galba

The seemingly insoluble problem of what
the British should do to resolve the troubles
of Northern Ireland, is really not so insolu-
ble after all. Indeed. if British diplomacy
was truly all that it’s often cracked up to be,
the solution to the Irish question would
have been found long ago.

The answer, of course, is that Ireland,
North and South, is, inevitably, a part of
China; and with Britain committed to
handing over nearly four million Hong
Kong Chinese to a People’s Republic of
China to which they do not want to belong;
and with the British locked into a no-win
situation in Ireland, where they are regarded
as oppressors by the Catholics and as per-
fidious double-dealers by the Protestants,
an obvious trade presents itself.

All the forces of nature and nature’s law
would seem to indicate that Britain should
maintain sovereignty over Hong Kong--
thereby increasing the happpiness and se-
curity of the residents of Hong Kong (and
the economic stature of the British Em-
pire )--and, in exchange, turn Northern ire-
land over to the Chinese (and look the
other way if the yellow peril proceeded to
expand and dominate the entire Emerald
Isle ).

There is every reason to believe that the
Chinese and the Irish have much in com-
mon and could get along amicably with
one another. The Chincse and the Northern
Irish, for example, share a taste for extreme
and peculiar invective. One can easily
imagine a representative of the Protestant
community accusing the Chinese of being
"slitty-cyed demons in the pay of Satan’s
whore in Rome. the very Pope himself."
Whilc the Chinese. in their turn, would
respond by affirming their "’progressively
atheistical nature, pcople’s wisdom, lind
incorrupiable anti-capitalist mentalit~ as
pro~idcd by the wisdoms of the three wise
mcn of the people’s ‘‘irugglc--Marx, Lenin.
and Mile- that prescr~<e us from thc West-
crn alc<~holic dccadcncc and bulbous red
nose‘‘ of the (’eltl . barbarians."

Having been touched by both Protestant
and Catholic missionaries, the Chinese
could be expected to arbitrate religous dis-
putes evenhandedly. And, like the Southern
Irish, the Chinese are an agricultural peo-
ple with a long history. Both the Irish and
the Chinese are inheritors of old civiliza-
tions that have arrived into the twentieth
century in an amazingly primitive state.

Like elephants, the Irish and the Chinese
have long memories, and both races would
be gratified by an opportunity to combine
forces and strike at the English. Buttressed
I~y Chinese manpower, the Irish would un-
doubtedly feel like swinging their shille-
laghs, and the Chinese, with their Oriental
shrewdness and inscrutable cunning, could
provide the proper poetic response--name-
ly, to flood Britain with birth control de-
vices, thereby exacting a horrible revenge
for the opium wars Britain forced upon the
Chinese in the nineteenth century by de-
populating England of its next generation.
Irish knowledge of birth control is limited,
but they would have few compunctions
about using Chinese expertise in this area
against the English.

The pleasures to be afforded the Irish
and the Chinese. however, are not the only
arguments to be taken into account. The
gee-political consequences of China as-
suming sovereignty over Ireland would be
tremendous. If brought into NATO, a Chi-
nese Ireland would firmly cement China in
the pro-Western, anti-Soviet camp, and,
depending on the size, type, and quality of
military forces China chose m deploy in
Irehlnd, would grcatly improve NATO’s
ability to fight a conventional war in Eumpc.
thus rai,,ing the nuclear threshold. More-
over. a (’hinsc entry into the EEC would
relieve Europe of it ’7, butter mountains and
agricultural surplus. And if Britain retaincd
its foothold in Hong Kent. thc Briti,,h could
still urlaintain an importunt presence in the
Pacific. and. perhaps in alliance with the
Chinese. be able to threaten Argentina with
war on two fronts il Ihc Ar~cnllnC~ threat-

ened any more trouble over the Falklands.
Samuel Johnson believed that the Irish

problem could be resolved by transplanting
the Dutch in Ireland and the Irish in Hol-
land. This, he posited, would allow the
industrious Dutch to turn Ireland into a
prosperous and enterprising country, The
Irish, on the other hand, would neglect to
keep up Holland’s dikes and would all be
drowned. Admittedly, this is a solution,to
the Irish problem, but man’s better instincts
demand a more humane policy. Giving full
vent to Chinese Lebensraum in Ireland
would seem an astute program, it would
buttress the attempts of Chinese liberals to
create a more pluralistic Chinese society
and would give Chinese hardliners the
prospect of incorporating fighting Irish into

the Chinese army, possibly for use as shock
troops in Vietnam. For the British, the reten-
tion of Hong Kong would provide not only
the important psychological uplift of being
able to hold on to a valuable piece of ever-
fading imperial glory, but the assurance
that not all Britons will be on the dole by the
year 2000. One can only hope that those
Irish-Americans and their representatives
in Congress who defend the despicable
IRA, will come to their senses, support this
noble plan, and encourage British Foreign
Office sinophiles to come out of the closet.

Horatio Galba is CR’s European Literar)’
Correspondent.
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Understanding Profit
By C. Brandon Crocker

Workers are toiling hard. A robust gen-
tleman with "Capitalist" written across his
stomach comes into the scene, takes the
products of the workers, hands the workers
some money and sells the products for
much more. The workers are left ponder-
ing how the capitalist gets away with pay-
ing them less than the value of the goods
they produce. This scene, which ! recently
saw in cartoon form in a Leftist student
publication, states in simple terms the con-
ception many Leftists have of profit. Often,
businessmen offer the explanation that
profit is the reward to which people are
entitled for putting their property at risk by
going into business. Both of these fre-
quently aired views demonstrate that the
notion of profit, even in the world’s premier
capitalist power, is a greatly misunderstood
concept.

The Leftist interpretation of profit--
what the capitalist is able to extract from
his workforce--is a result of ignorance of
developments in the field of economics
over the past 1 O0 years. Exploitation theo-
rists still believe in Ricardo’s "Iron Law of
Wages," which sets wages and profits in
constant conflict, and his "Labor Theory of
Value," which states that the exchange
value of goods is determined by the equiva-
lents of labor power that go into their
manufacture. In production the worker
contributes labor and receives wages. The
capitalist contributes machinery ("stored"
labor) and receives interest or proft (though
some. including the author of the men-
tioned cartoon, are not willing to allow the
capitalist any return). Any increase in the
capitalists’ reward, therefore, must come at
the expense of the workers. From this Karl
Marx predicted class conflict with capital-
isis exploiting the workers in order to max-
irnize profits, a proletarian rewdution, and
various other horrible events, all with an
uncanny accuracy which falls just shorl el
that demonstrated by the average psychic
in The National Enquirer.

What Karl Marx did not foresee, and
what man) present day Leftists ignore, is
that fact lhat the "Iron Law of Wages’" and

the "Labor Theory of Value" have long
been buried in the ash heap of economic
theory history. The American economist
Francis Walker shattered the "Iron Law of
Wages" more than 100 years ago by demon-
strating that wages and profits can,
and often do, move together as increases in
productivity lead to increased profits and
increased wages (as labor becomes more
valuable). Not long after, William Jevons
and Carl Menger replaced the "Labor
Theory of Value" with what could be
called the "Subjective Theory of Value."
Opening up a line of thought that is now a
cornerstone of microeconomic theory,
Jevons and Menger developed the idea that
a product’s value is deternlined by margi-
nal demand--that is, how much somebody
is willing to pay for the last unit produced.
The consumer, therefore, not the producer.
determines value. In addition to being on
much more solid theoretical ground than
Ricardo’s "Law," Jevon’s and Menger’s
hypothesis is also far more intuitive. For
instance, is the value of this essay deter-
mined by the amount of time 1 have
devoted to its composition, or by the (sub-
jective) value readers obtain from it? If it is
determined by my time and emergy then
value must be unrelated to the usefulness of
the output, which is an obviously absurd
conclusion.
Though the value of labor is not necessarily
equal to the final value of a product, can’t
an employer get away with paying workers
less than what their labor/s worth’? Gener-
ally, the answer is no. If adding a particular
employee would boost net output by $10
an hour, the cnlploycr would bc willing Io

spend up to ,~ I (i all hour in counpensation to
that exnployec. As long as there arc tither
buyers m ltlc particular segmcnl of the
labor market whosc efficienc~ in using
labor is similar, compensation will tend to
be bid tip to the average marginal produc-
tivity of labor ~in this case $ I 0 an hour), if
compensation remains below that level, it
would be in the interest ofonc cnlployer to
raise the compensution level in order to
hire the employee away from his current
employer. Thereforc, employers who try to

cut costs with low wages will find they can
only attract workers with lower than ave-
rage productivity levels, and will not in
realit) reduce production costs.

So where does this leave us in finding an
understanding of profit? Well, we know
that profit can increase without wages
decreasing, and profit is not unade up of
workers" labor value. But what is the justi-
ficalion of profit and from where doe,+
proft conic?

Price

p

A

the source of the reward. The risk a pro
ducer takes does not aflecl the price con

sumers are willing to pay. All consumer~
are willing to pay for is performance- -ho~
well the product fulfills suune need,

APPLY NOW
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Now we are coming to finding the true
nature of profit and its source. But first a
short lesson in economics with the aid ol
the following graph is required.

It is true that certainty is prclerred it,
uncertainty. Therefore, the greater the risk
of a project the greater the expected return
that is needed to induce investment in that
project. Risk is involved in producing to
fulfill an uncertain demand. But risk is not
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As price increases, the willingness ot
suppliers to produce increases (so the Sup-
ply Curve "S" slopes upward). As price
rises, firm I (the lowest cost producer a,
marked on the Supply Cuvel can afford it,
produce. Since it cannot meet all the dc
ntand, however, firm 2 also enters, as doe,
firm 3 anti firm 4. AI price equal to P firm 5
will nol produce because it cannot cover il,
testy As price increases, however, demant!
falls (so the l)emand Curvc "’!)" slope,,
downward} Price i, set where St.ppl)
Demand. Profit is nlcasured by the differ-
ence between P and the firm’s cost. The
least efficient producer, firm 4. about break,,
even. The most efficient producers make
bigger profits.

We have seen thal the value of goods is
not determined by labor content bul rather
subjectively by consumers based on how
well the product fulfills a need. and that an
employer cannot cut costs by paying sub-
standard wages. Therefore, we cannot say
that the hatched area ABCP, which repre-
sents the profits of firm I, comes from
exploiting workers. Consumers do not pay
producers for taking risks so it does not
come as a gift from consumers. Consumers
are willing to pay P for the last unit pro-
duced. What has caused a profit is produc-
ing a product to fulfill a particular need at
less than P.

Profit is a reward for good management
(i.e. fulfilling a need at low cost). It is the
reward a producer earns for increasing the
efficiency of both the capital and labor he
employs, vis-a-vis his competitors.

Rather than being hurt, workers benefit
directly from the competition among pro-
ducers to increase efficiency. As producers
develop more efficient ways of production,
the average marginal productivity of labor
rises, causing the value of labor and, hence,
wage rates, to rise as well. This is how wage
rates rose 400% in real terms (i.e. after
inflation) in Great Britain between 1800
and 1900, while labor unions wielded little
power, and while population quadrupled.

Contrary to being something that pro-
ducers add on to production costs, profit is,
as John Chamberlain writes, "in effect, not
added to the price but taken out of the cost’"
Profits are the result of increasing the value
of capital and labor, not exploitation. When
profits are being made, everyone is bene-
fiting-producers, consumers, and workers.

C Brandon Crocker is CR’s Imperator
Emeritus,

One of the most common justifications
lor profit is that profit is the reward one
deserves for taking risks--spending sav-
ings and mortgaging the house to set up a
businc‘‘‘‘ which may fail. Society benefits
Iron1 Ihese risk takers through more and
better prodticl>, and services, as well a‘‘
tbrough increased enlphLvment opportuni-
ties. Bul people need and inducement Io
take risks, lind plotit acts as this inducemenl
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By Kurt Andrew Schlichter

I was always amused, when 1 would be
sitting in the Pub with other (’.l Revie,r
staffers, at the fact that many people seemed
quite astonished that we were there. "’1
didn’t know Republicans partied++. the+~
would say. which usually prompted me to
order another pitcher so the),’ wouldn’t con-
sider it a fluke. No. people have some how
gotten it into their heads that most young
conservatives spend a good deal of their
time wearing bad suits and talking about
Laffer Curves. Maybe some do. but the rest
of us no longer have to battle the stereo-
type. Now PJ. O’Rourke has come along
and written a manifesto for. as the book’s
notes indicate. "’the conservative with a
sense of humor and a healthy dose of
depravity,"

In "’Republican Party Reptile."
O’Rourke’s depravity occasionally passes
beyond healthy. There is sex. and drinking,

and rock, and not a few drugs, but one gets
the impression that the author i,, like a little
kid who .just learned a ,,wear v, ord and
decided to announce thal fact in the middle
of church He wants to be the bad boy of
conservatism. He is certainly that, but he i~,
much more. Beyond the joyously detailed
recountings of drunken road trips and other
debaucheries is a man profoundly patriotic
and essentially decent. He’s also one heck
of a writer.

The book is a collection of long and short
essays from such divergent magazines as
Rolling Stone, National Lampoon, Car And
Drirer and Harper’s. The titles and topics
likewise run the gamut. One article explains
how "’Ferrari Refutes the Decline of the
West" while another attacks the "’Safety
Nazis" who seem to be intent on eliminat-
ing every vestige of fun from modern life.
There are also commentaries on "’Dinner-

Fable Conversation" and a "’Brief History
of Man" thal runs maybe five hundred
words. But the highlights are the on-h)cation
essays. He has gone to Beirut in search of
hijackers, the Carribean in search of drug
runners and Manila in search of Marcos.
.All those trips are recounted here.

Yet where O’Rourke truly shines is on a
Nation magazine sponsored peace cruise
on a rickety liner down the Volga in the
heart of the Soviet Union. His hysterical
essay on the cruise of what he calls the
"Loath Boat" is the best analysis and de-
struction ever of those irritating "’peace
activists" and "’leftists" perpetually moan-
ing about the arms race.

O’Rourke makes no bones about it. He is
"seeing the Soviet Union through the bot-
tom of a vodka glass." And who wouldn’t,
being trapped on a cruise liner with a flock
of socially-conscious ex-hippies and fuss-
ing leftist geriatrics?

"The leftists and peaceniks spent
most of every day talking. They were
not arguing. They were not analyz-
ing. They were not making observa-
tions. What they were doing was
agreeing with each other--in fever-
ish spasms of accordance, mad con-
fabs of apposition, blathers of con-
sonance. On Reagan, on the weapons
freeze, on the badness of Israel, on
the dangers of war, on the need for
peace, they agreed.

I finally decided these people were
crazy.

I watched my cabin mate write a
letter to his wife. It was a political
exhortation. "We Americans must
repudiate the Reagan Administra-
tion .... " This to his wife of thirty
years.

Crazy. And stupid too.
One... told me, "You know if

the people who put Reagan in office
prevail, they’re going to take the vote
from women."

"Ship of Fools" is truly a masterpiece,
the best expose of the nitwit left that i have
ever read, bar.none, it had me rolling on the
floor from start to finish not merely because
it was funny but because I kep recognizing
the archtypal leftists that I dealt with dur-
ing four years of college at UCSD.

But life isn’t all funny. P.J. O’Rourke
writes through what had to be a flood of
tears about the corruption of Ferdinand
Marcos and the disaster that befell the peo-
ple of the Philippines. After seeing the dic-
tator’s corruption in action, he writes bit-
terly,

"Reporters who do duty in the third
world spend a lot of time saying "It
isn’t that simple"... But in the Phi-
lippines it is that simple. Ferdinand
Marcos is human sewage .... a
vicious lying dirtball who ought to
have dragged through the streets of
Manila with his ears nailed to a truck
bumper."

"Goons, Guns and Gold" also contains
scathing portraits of Congressional elec-
tion overseers more concerned with look-
ing good on the evening news back home
than on monitoring the elections. He writes
of how liberal Senator John Kerry spent
most of his time walking around "like a
male model" as Marcos’ thugs threatened
election workers.

O’Rourke refuses to be bound by the
accepted conventions of conservatism,
more concerned with a good time than a
good reputation. His Republicanism is
deeply ingrained. As he points out in his
introduction, his grandmother "wouldn’t
speak the word ’democrat’ if there were
children in the room. She’d say ’bastards’
instead." So is his hedonism. One of the
essays concerns his experimentation with
the drug Ecstasy.

Yet, for all his calculated outrageous-
ness, P.J. O’Rourke points out something
very important. There must be a place in
the conservative movement for people who
aren’t fumdamentalists and who do not
patron~ize country clubs but do share an
affinity for a strong defense and the God-
given right to make a buck.

Conservatism in America isn’t going to
flourish if the fragile coalition of people
who, let’s face it, really don’t like each
other very much, tears itself apart over a
bunch of silly social issues. The O’Rourk-
ian wants Big Business and big bar tabs, the
military and Mohawks, Ronald Reagan
and rock’n’r, oil. And if the Right won’t take
them, maybe the moderate liberals will.

Kurt Andrew Schlichter is an ex-editor of"
California Review. He is currently working
on his first novel for lack of anything better
to do.

By U.S. Secretary of Education William J. Bennett

When I arrived at college as a freshman
~ome time ago, 1 had definite ideas about
how to use my four years of higher educa-
tion. i was resolved to play a little tootball.
and I wanted to major in English in order to
become sophisticated, land a good job and
make big money.

But because of my college course require-
ments, I found myself in an introductory
philosophy class, confronted by Plato’s
Republic and a remarkable professor who
knew how to make the text come alive.
Before we knew it, my classmates and I
were ensnared by the power of a 2,000 year
old dialogue.

Our universities, Professor Bloom asserts,
are too often hostile to serious thought; no
longer are they places where the transmis-
sion, criticism and renewal of intellectual
traditions are assured. "The University
now offers no distinctive visage to the
young person," Bloom asserts, nor a set of
competing visions of what an educated
human being is.

If Professor Bloom is correct--and there
is every reason to believe he is--then some-
thing has gone terribly wrong on many
American campuses. Students are not get-
ting the education--the experiences, the
challenges, the true opening up to man’s

in our posture of youthful cynicism and
arrogance, we at first resisted believing
that the question of justice should really
occupy our time. But something important
happened to us that semester as we fought
our way through the Republic, arguing
about notions of right and wrong. Along
the way, our insides were shaken up a bit.
Without quite knowing it, we had commit-
ted ourselves to the serious enterprise of
raising and wrestling with great questions.
And once caught up in that enterprise,
there was no turning back. We had met up
with a great text and a great teacher; they
had taken us, and we were theirs.

Every student is entitled to that kind of
experience at college. Good courses should
shake you up a little, expel stale opinions,
quicken your senses, and animate a con-
scious examination of life’s enduring ques-
tions. Unfortunately, a growing body of
evidence indicates that this is simply not
taking place at enough of our colleges.
That fact is becoming increasingly obvious.

Proof of this is the extraordinary recep-
tion given to University of Chicago Profes-
sor Allan Bloom’s new Ixmk, The Closing of
the American M/rid. ARhough ! must say
that I dissent from his views on rock n’ roll,
this is a brilliant and challenging book. it
contains a devastating critique of, and a
moving lament for, contemporary Ameri-
can higher education. And for most of the
summer, it has been at the top of the New
York Times best-seller list.

achievement and life’s possibilities--they
deserve.

As a student, you can do something
about this. The first thing you can do is get
a copy of Allan Bloom’s book, and read it.
Think about what he has to say. Ask your-
self some hard questions about your col-
lege or university. And ask those same hard
questions of your professors, faculty, and
administrators.

If you’re not satisfied with the answers
you get--if you’re not satisfied with the
education your school is providing-- resolve
to get a good education anyway. Fortu-
nately, at least a few good allies can be
found on almost every campus: good
teachers, serious friends and good books. In
selecting courses, don’t be afraid intellec-
tually to bite off more than you can chew.
Seek out the best teachers, those who can
stretch the limits of your knowledge and
bring life to the subject at hand. Take
advantage of those teachers in class after
class.

in the end, regeneration of our universities
will come from within. Only those within
the academy can rescue the academy. Stu-
dents can plan a part. Students can demand
that colleges live up to the promises in their
glossy catalogues. This will benefit you,

and it will be a service to those who fi)llow
in your path.

So read Bloom. think hard--but also
have fun this year. And in this one respect,
feel free to act contrary to Bloom’s advice:
feel free to listen to a few, or more than a
few, rock n" roll classics along the way.
This summer, as Allan Bloom’s book was
number one on the best-seller lists, the Los

Lobos l’ilm soundtrack to La Bamba was
topping the Billboard charts. Take it from a
former rock band guitarist, from a soul that
will not cease longing to hear Ritchie Val-
ens and Buddy Holly just one more time,
that rock n’ roll and a good education are
not incompatible.

Distributed by the Collegiate Network.
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Why Communists Spy
By Allan Naiman

The So~ iet Union obtains a great deal of
information by spying on other countries.
Their commercial jets, known It) r) over
sensitive areas of foreign countries, arc
equipped v, ith windows convenient for tak-
ing picture,, of obiects on the ground Thb,
spying activity by the U.S.SR. explains its
shooting dov, n of KAL 007. They thought
KAI.. 007 v, as on a spying mission because
it would be spying if it were in KAL 007’s
place¯

Wh2r do the Soviets spy so much? Spying
is ea~ier and less expensive for a country
than developing technology, but that isn’t
the main reason, however. The main rea-
son for the incessant spying by the U.S.S.R.
is its inability to develop its own technol-
ogy. due to the nature of Comn’nt,nism.

The nature of Communism handicaps
the development of technology in two rnain
ways. One, the development of modern
technology requires large amounts of capi-
tal. Large amounts of money and special-
ized equipment are needed to develop a
new electronic circuit or chemical sub-
stance. Two, to advance in technology also
requires competition. Communism allows
only the government to have capital, and
competition is not allowed. In short, tech-
nology requires Capitalism¯

To demonstrate the need lbr competi-
lion. one can best turn to the history of
computers. For the first few decades after
the electronic computer was invented, the
field ’*as dominated b,,, the mainframes
and minicomputer,, of companies like IBM
and AT&T. The,,c computer companie,,
mainl~ tried to maintain a tow big cu~,-
Iomer,,. r:tthcr th:.tn trying to ,,ell more than

the t~ther compame,,. Due to thb, lack of

CC, ltlpelllion, there ,a as vet\ little hardware

tie~ elopmcnt.

Then came the microcomputer. Micro-
computers previously had been hobby kits
for computer enthusiasts. They weren’t
practical for mosl people because the)
required much assembl~. But when the
Apple II computer was introduced, IBM
and AT&T took notice. The Apple II came
ready to use. and it could be expanded easi-
ly to handle applications previously con-
fined to minicomputers and mainframes.
The Apple II sold fast, so large amounts of
software were developed lot it.

IBM and AT&T knew they could lose

their previously faithful customers to Apple,
so they, too. developed microcomputers. In
the early 1980s, when unany companies put
microcomputers into the market, both
Apple and IBM unoved rapidly to develop
belier machines. For two examples, trans-
portable computers like the Apple IIc were
de,, eloped to compete with the transporta-
bles of Osbourne and Kaypro. and 3%"
:tisks were developed to store more than
51/~’’ disks while occupying less space and
:,eing more difficuh to damage. To sum up.
:he dcvek~pment of ~ignificant new compt,-
er technology was accomplished under the

~ressure of competition, which is not per-
titled in a Communism system.

It follo~’s, therefore, that the Soviets
must spy to obtain new technology. Their
development of spacecraft belbre the U.S.
did is no exception to this truism. The
U.S.SR.’s early advance in space technol-
ogy was the result of the capture and use of
scientists who had developed rockets tot
Nazi Germany.

Karl Marx claimed that Capitalism was
bad because the bosses could abuse the
workers, and if the workers didn’t put up

with mistreatment, they would be replaced
quickly and easily. This was so when the
dominant industries were textiles and steel,
where workers were relatively easy to
train. It is not so in a technology-oriented
system, however, where a new worker
learns to use a specific operating system, a
specific program, and methods of applica-
tion lot the specific job. Once trained, a
worker is very valuable to the boss, and can
influence the boss to give the worker good
conditions of employment.

For example. I operate word processors
and databases for two small publications.

The publisher of one of these publications
uses as many volunteers as he can get. He
prefers to use me, however, because I learn
programs fast and retain this knowledge
better than most people. My boss knows I
am able to work quickly and work effi-
ciently. So he gives me a good working
environment (and a good supply of pizza
and cola?). He makes it obvious that he
values the work I do. The publisher of the
other publication I work for has not had as
much experience with me. Nonetheless, he
shows that he values the work ! do for him.

The point here is that in jobs requiring a
use of modern technology, bosses don’t
abuse workers in a Capitalist system. Elimi-
nated therefore is the need for a Commu-
nist revolution. It is conceivable that
Communists might actually oppose tech-
nological development so as to make revo-
lutions occur more often, which they could ̄
exploit.

Modern technology thus has the poten-
tial to prevent Communist revolutions and
promote Capitalism during the industrial
transformations of underdeveloped nations.
If the U.S. wants a developing nation to
develop a Capitalist system instead of a
Communism system, it shouldn’t send them
loans. The U.S. should send instead a good
supply of technology. The U.S. should
make sure that the developing nations
incorporate modern technology into their
economy, if we don’t we’re likely to have
even more countries than the U.S.S.R. spy-
ing on us.

The author would like to acknowledge
proofreading by friend and California Re-
view Ivory Tower Praefect l)r. Patrict
Groff.

Allan Namum ts a phtlosoph)’ maim at
Warren College.

Communist Inversion of Revolution Set Aright
By Alfred G. Cuzan

One way Communists win friends--they
are called "’fellow travelers"--in the West
for thmr revolutions around the world, is by
falsely portraying themselves as revolu-
tionaries in the mold of the American
patriots of 1776. Yet. there is no compari-
son between the American war of inde-
pendence from Great Britain and Commu-
nist conquests delivering captive peoples in
Africa. Asia, and Latin America into the
prison house of the Soviet empire.

The American revolution declared that
"all men are created equal." having God-
given rights to "life. liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness," and that they have the right,
indeed the duty, to defend their liberty and
property from the designs of despotism.
The signers of the American Declaration of
Independence eloquently echoed the En-
glish philosopher John Locke who. in The
Second Treatise of Government. argued that
any government trampling on the people’s
natural rights is tyrannical, deserving to be
destroyed in a revolution. Furthermore,
any government delivering the people into
the subjection of a foreign power is ipso
facto dissolved, they being again at liberty
to create a new one.

However, Locke warned that revolution
is justified only against tyranny. Anyone
rebelling against a just government is guilty
of "the greatest crime" he could think of,
becoming "the common enemy and pest of
mankind," to be treated accordingly. The
Americans evidently agreed, for out of "a
decent respect for the opinions of man-
kind," the Declaration took pains to prove
that the signers were going to war only

after "a long train of abuses and usurpa-
tions" had made it clear that the English
crown wanted to "reduce them under abso-
lute despotism."

Communist thinking about revolution is
very different. Parroting Marx and Lenin,
Communists deny the existence of God, the
right to property, or the legitimacy of
representative democracy. Patriotism and
nationality meaning nothing to them, Com-
munists have no scruples about collaborat-
ing with Soviet agents in overthrowing
native governments and replacing them
with puppet regimes obedient to Moscow.
Communist revolutions are carried out by
self-appointed "vanguards" respecting nei-
ther life nor property who, upon conquer-
ing power, reduce their countrymen to the
most abject despotism, being themselves
under the Soviet thumb.

Communists everywhere arrogate to
themselves an unlimited right to overthrow
governments they do not control, just and
unjust alike. However, they deny the right
to make revolution to the captive nations of
the Soviet empire. Any attempt to shake off
Stalinist despotism--in Hungary, Czechos-
lovakia, Poland, or Nicaragau--is branded
a "counter-revolution," no matter how
long the Communists have been in power.
Following this strange standard, Fidel Cas-
tro continues calling his despotic regime
"The Cuban Revolution" nearly thirty years
after he replaced Fuigencio Batista as the
Island’s dictator. But Castro’s self-portrait
stands Locke’s ideas of revolution on its
head, the despot becoming the eternal
"revolutionary."

A moment’s reflection, however, sets
aright Comm unist inversions of revolution.
Fidel Castro was once a young revolution-
ary promising to restore Cuba’s 1940 Con-
stitution, which Batista had violated. Today,
however, Castro is an aging tyra0t sending
troops to put down anti-Communist rebel-
lions in far-away Soviet satrapies. Con-
versely, those brave people resisting Com-
munism in Castro’s Gulag, the mountains

of Nicaragua, or the plains of Angola, are
not "counter-revolutionaries" or "’merce-
naries," but nationa[ists, patriots fighting to
avoid becoming "the slaves of slaves," as
the Angolan anti-Communist leader of
UNITA, Jonas Savimbi, puts it.

Dr. Cuzim is Associate Pro.lessor qf Politi-
cal Science at The Universio’ of West lqor-
ida, in Pensacola.

By Dr. Gary Jason

A Review of The Media
Elite: America’s New Power-
brokers by S.Robert Lichter,
Stanley Rothman,and Linda
Lichter (Bethesda, MD: Adler
& Adler, 1986), 342 pages,
$19.95

There is a difference between something
being intuitively obvious and something
being proven true. The book under review
says little that isn’t already intuitively ob-
vious to anyone of moderate or conserva-
tive politics, but it does provide useful evi-
dence to buttress those institutions. For
what Rothman and the Lichters have done
is to document in detail the liberal bias of
the major news media in this country. The
authors use a variety of social scientific
techniques to do the job--which, consider-
ing the uses to which liberals have put
social science, is an ironic turnabout.

The book is well structured. Chapter
One contains a brief review of the rise of
the power of the media, especially broad-
cast media, through this century. Chapter
Two presents a "group portrait" of jour-
nalists (the media elite). The picture is not
surprising in general, although some par-
ticular facts are eye-opening. The media
elite are predominantly white, male, early
middle-age, rich, well-educated, big-city,
Northern or Upper-Midwestern (only 3%
of the media elite are Californian?), non-
religious, markedly liberal politically and
socially, and highly influential. What is
surprising is the enormity of the difference
between the average American and the
media stars. For example, over the sixteen-
year period studied, less than twenty per-
cent of the media elite even once voted
Republican in a Presidential race. More
outrageously,journalists of the future at the
Columbia School of Journalism rated Fidel
Castro more favorably than Ronald Rea-
gan. The Lichter/Rothman findings are
clearly robust and have been amply repli-
cated by other independent sources.

Chapter Three examines the sources
from, and the ways in which, the journalists
create a picture of the world. Naturally,
journalists get the preponderance of their

And That’s the Way It Isn’t...

information on controversial issues from
identifiably liberal sources, such as activist
groups (like Nader’s many organizations)
and opinion journals (like Mother Jones).
Only one in five journalists surveyed said
they looked to business-related sources in
gathering information for their stories. (The
Lichter/Rothman researchers looked at the
sources for stories on welfare reform, con-
sumer protection, environmental issues.
and nuclear energy. I Considering that most
journalists don’t have either the intelli-
gence or the education required to interpret
technical primary sources, this means that
the conclusions those journalists reach are
based upon the highly biased liberal secon-
dary sources. Moreover, the Lichter/Roth-
man researchers were able to demonstrate
bias in the recall of journalists (i.e., their
selective memories) by the standard psy-
chological experimental technique of hav-
ing the subject first read a story, and then
give the gist of it. Also, the journalists were
given a Thematic Apperception Test (TAT),
which is rather like a Rorschach test: the
subject is shown a picture and asked to
invent a story that might go along with it.
Psychologists who employ TAT’s feel
that the story a subject invents will reveal
hidden or repressed desires and attitudes.
Again, the tests argue for a fundamental
liberal bias in the perceptions of the media
elite.

Chapter Four shifts the focus from indi-
vidual predispositions to group behavior. In
particular, the focus shifts to the personal-
ity of and motivations of the journalist as a
collective type. The upshot of the discus-
sion is that in a comparison of journalists
with businessmen, "the journalists scored
higher in the need for power, fear of power,
and narcissism, while the businessmen
scored higher on the need for achievement
and the capacity for intimacy." (p97) 
other words, the journalists want power
and influence, and are fearful of others
gaming power over them. The business-
men, on the other hand, tend to desire to
meet inner standards and to develop closer
personal associations. This group personal-
ity analysis is very unflattering to the media
stars, and certainly has a certain ring of
truth. But it all depends on TAT reading,
which may be more pop psychology that

genuine scientific investigation. Also, one
would like to see other "control" groups
besides just businessmen (e.g., teachers,
nurses, farmers, or others) used in the com-
parison.

In any event, the journalist personality
type would, if true, explain much of jour-
nalistic behavior, with its emphasis on con-
frontation, horse-race coverage, adversar-
ial investigations, and "who won?" analyses
of political debates. Needless to say, this
"boom-crash’" journalism is hardly condu-
cive to reasoned analysis and insightful
exploration of current events. The power
hungry/fearful personality type also shows
up in the needlessly macho style of ques-
tioning Presidents (a la Sam Donaldson).
This mindset leads journalists to think that
"what is good for the media is good for
America." It also leads them to be suscept-
ible to being "bought off" by a powerful
leader, such as John Kennedy, who will
stroke their egos.

Chapter Five then shifts the book’s focus
entirely away from the media elite them-
selves to the product they produce. The
authors begin by discussing the methods
used for analyzing the content of news sto-
ries. The reader is given nice examples of
differing accounts of the same event--
which leads to the suspicion that somebody
must be lying (although the authors resist
such a conclusion, stating instead that there
are different paradigms at work). And the
authors give some very trenchant criti-
cisms of current journalist practices--such
as "reconstructing" dialogues that never
actually occurred, citing anecdotes in lieu
of solid empirical evidence, constructing
"composite" characters that don’t actually
exist, and "objectively" refuting a politi-
cian’s remarks in the report of those re-
marks in a partisan manner.

I will not discuss Chapters Six, Seven,
and Eight in detail. Each chapter contains a
content analysis of the coverage of a major
recent issue. Chapter Six discusses the
biased coverage of nuclear power, and
reviews the evidence that shows that science
journalists are vastly more negative about
nuclear energy than are engineers and
energy scientists. The results are robust,
and they are surprising in that they show
little division of opinion in the energy

community about the merits of nuclear
power. Chapter Seven discusses the con-
troversy surrounding busing as a tool for
school integration. The authors review the
debate, then document the pro-busing bias
in the media coverage of it. Chapter Eight
discusses the oil crisis of the early 1970’s,
and again uses content analysis to docu-
ment the anti-business bias in the media
coverage of it.

There is much of value in this book.
There is good discussion throughout of
social science methodology and empirical
techniques (such as questionnaire formula-
tion, TAT evaluation, polling, significance
levels, and content analysis). And certainly.
with the wealth of evidence presented,
nobody can ever again deny the obvious--
viz., that the major news media are biased
in the liberal direction.

The major problem with the book is that
the authors buy into a number of social
science myths that rob the book of its
punch and its normative potential. These
myths include the idea that it is impossible
for science and journalism to be value-free,
and that one’s paradigm shapes the world
one sees (which leads many to conclude
that there is no objective reality). The net
effect is to absolve journalists from the duty
of attempting to remove bias in their repor-
tage, and from exposing themselves to
other views. Aristotle pointed out that the
way one can achieve balance (the "golden
mean") is to become conscious of his ten-
dencies and to act in the opposite direction.
Thre is n6 reason journalists can’t identify
their bias--indeed, this book does that for
them--and seek to present opposing views.
Objectivity is obtainable to a great degree,
it just requires work. And it is a shortcom-
ing of the book under review that it doesn’t
make that case clearly and forcefully.

, "\’,

Dr. Gary Jason is a contributor to CR.

By Brooke Crocker

Many challenges await the high school
graduate entering a university--social, aca-
demic, financial, in a university the new
student will also be challenged philosophi-
cally as he comes across new ideas con-
cerning how to view the world and its prob-
lems. Being part of an institution of higher
learning, students and professors naturally
debate ideas on politics, economics, moral-
ity, religion, etc. Some students and profes-
sors will be convinced that their position is
the true one, and will try to attract others to
their point of view. How does the student
fresh out of high school avoid being con-
sumed by the first articulate junior, senior.
graduate student or learned professor, who
attempts to win his heart and mind, and
instead became a true student, weighing all
opposing views carefully and perhaps in-
jecting new ideas of his own’? The answer
according to Hugh Hewitt is for the high
school graduate to apprise himself of the
basic issues and facts betbre embracing a
particular view. This is what Mr. Hewitt
sets out to do in his book First Principles:

The book discusses eleven basic issues
ranging from race to religion. The chapters
are kept invitingly short, merely pulling out

On Becoming a Student

central questions and encouraging the
reader to research and analyze each topic
further. Mr. Hewitt’s clear and concise
writing also helps the book

Though the purpose of the book is to
encourage critical thinking. Mr. Hewitt
often goes beyond mere cataloging of facts
and discussing issues. He also challenges
the reader by providing some conclusion’,
of his own. For instance, in the chapter on
defense, sumnfing up a ,,cction concerning
the question olilthere is a moral difference
in the U.S.’s use ol milit~,r, Iorce and the
USSR’s use ol military, force, hc write,,:

Is there a difl’erence between spon-
soring an invasion of South Korea
and helping the South Koreans de-
fend thernselves? Yes. of course there
is. Is there a difference between light-
ing to keep the people of South Viet-
nam and Cambodia free from the
rule of the North Vietnamese. and
providing the weapons to the North
Vietnamese by means of which lhc~,
invaded and conquered South Viet-
nam and (’ambodia? Yes. of cour,,c
there is. Is there a dill~’rence between
invading Grenada and leavung. ;.llld

invading Afghanistan and staying’?
Yes, of course there is.

Mr. Hewitt states that his intended au-
dience is the few high school graduates
who have the desire to become serious crit-
ical thinkers. This book does succeed in
allowing such an audience to gain a basic
understanding of the underlying issues in a
variety of areas. The people who would
benefit most from this book. however, are
those who have not been exposed to more
than a minimal high school education and
who have not enquired into the issues dis-
cussed in b~rst Principles on their own.
Unfortunately, these are the people who
are least likely to seek out a book such as
this one, and who are most likely to fall into
the trap of uncritically accepting the views
of their friends and professors.

First Principles: A Primer of
Ideas for the College Bound Student
By Hugh Hewitt
Regneo’ Gateway. 12 7 pages, $ Z 95

Brooke (’rocker i,s a l’reshm,m ,tt I "(’S/).
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Cuba Delindo Est

Although the United States pledged, in
1962, not to launch an invasion of Cuba, as
part of the resolution of the Cuban missile
crisis. Cuba has afforded the United States
sufficient provocation and poses a suffi-
cient threat to American interests to make
that pledge null and void. An American
invasion of Cuba, while perhaps not a stra-
tegic ne(’essit),, is certainly in America’s
best strategic interest.

There are. of course, alternatives to inva-
sion. Some argue that Cuba is so finan-
cially dependent upon the Soviets that Cas-
tro will some day realize that it is in the
Cuban national interest to improve his
ties--especially his financL.I ties--with the
United States. Others argue that an inva-
sion is unnecessar\ because Cuba could
easily be brought to its kneed via a block-
ade, and that. in an,, event, if the United
States lound itself in a war in Europe or the
Middle East. Cuba ~,ould not be so foolish
as to interfere with American shipping
because this would almost guarantee its
annihilation.

These arguments all have some merit.
but the.,,, are also crippled by irredeemable
flaws. Castro has less togain from improved
relations with the United States than he has
to lose. A pro-American Castro would
never be able to wield the same interna-
tional clout and prestige as a revolutionary
internationalist Castro; and any hopes that
his successor would deviate from Castro-
ism are well-nigh doomed to failure. The
succession of power in Cuba will be no
different from the transfer of power any-
where else in the Counmunist world.

A blockade couM decisively weaken
Castro because Cuba is so dependent on
the Soviet bloc for many of its essentials.
but a blockade is always a difficult thing to
manage, it works slowly, and, in the mean-
time, superpower tensions would be drawn
extremely taut. And while it is true that
Cuba could be neutralized in time of war, it
is also true that the American manpower
and materiel necessary to keep Cuba in
check is manpower and materiel that could
not be used elsewhere.

Moreover, Cuba’s military potential is
not a declining factor. It is an ever increas-
ing threat, because Cuba’s improving de-
fenses will make it progressively more dif-

ficult to contain. Cuba already has the
capability to cut American sea lines of
communications in the Caribbean, and if
its air power were supplemented by bases
in Nicaragua, it would have the capability
of striking all of Central America. includ-
ing the Panama Canal.

Cuban adventurism has repeatedly shown
itself to be a major problem for American
foreign policy in Latin America, the Carib-
bean, and Africa. An invasion of Cuba
offers as its prize the prospect of no more
Castro, no more Cuban troops and subver-
sives traipsing around the world agitating
for and supporting Communist regimes,
and a suddenly pro-American Nicaragua.
Even weak-knees like Chester Crocker
might support it, as the elimination of Cas-
tro would finally give him a chance to
arrange for an independent Namibia (with
Angola’s 35,000 Cuban mercenaries cut
off from their socialist motherland, South
African would have less reason for using
them as an excuse for not granting Na-
mibia independence).

But while it is all very well and good for
us to sit back as armchair strategists and
rattle off all the gains to be made from an
invasion of Cuba, it is quite another matter
to think about how an invasion would
actually work. it is going to be a sanguinary
business.

The war for Cuba is going to be won in
the air. American air power would first
have to clear Cuban air space of Cuban
fighters and destroy Cuba’s air defense sys-
tem. This will be no small task, but it is
something that can be and must be ac-
complished straightaway, because Ameri-
can air power has other tasks assigned to it
as well.

Cuba’s navy is the smallest and least
reliable of its armed forces, limited mostly
to small patrol boats and torpedo boats.
Nevertheless, these impediments to an inva-
sion must be sunk. Air power is the quick-
est and easiest way to accomplish this.
Cuban submarines, however, would have
to be dealt with by the Navy.

With that done, American bombers would
enter the land war. Their primary mission
would be to wreak havoc on Cuban artillery,
for the Cubans, like the Russians, rely heav-
ily on artillery support. When deployed for

combat, artillery is vulnerable and can he
shut down by air power. The main Ameri-
can invasion force would also, undoubt-
edly, wholeheartedly welcome any further
air support that could be offered it.

The land battle would consist of three
parts. The initial deployment of American
force would be the dropping of special
operations forces on abandoned airfields
outside of Havana and perhaps one or two
other major cities. These teams would
move into the cities and be able to report
back vital intelligence on Cuban civilian
sentiment about the invasion. They would
also be taking advantage of one of Cuba’s
military weaknesses--Cuban troops are
not well-versed in urban combat. The spe-
cial operations forces would likely be fac-
ing Cuban militias rather than the regular
army, and, of course, fighting in the cities,
the Cubans would be bereft of their artillery
support.

Still, there is no getting round the fact
that victory would depend on a full-scale
invasion of the island, with troops pouring
onto Cuban beaches and reinforcing the
special operations forces in Havana, cut-
ting the island in two. and with a third wing
attempting to defend and launch an offen-
sive from the American Marine base at
Guantanamo Bay. It would not be an easy
fight, and victory would not be achieved
simply or with any minor casualties.

It must be remembered that the Cuban
population is highly militarized and highly
indoctrinated and that a good many Cubans
have passed through touts of duty in Angola
or Ethiopia. But there is also this to be
considered. The Cuban troops in Africa
have not always shown themselves to be
men of superior quality, in Grenada there
was even talk of Cuban "cowardice," and
with the U.S. Navy surrounding the island,
the Cubans would realize that a Russian
rescue would be impossible. (Nor is it likely
that the Soviets would spring to the defense
of the Soviet troops on the island--the risks
of such a maneuver would be too great, and
they would have to satisfy themselves with
shovel-fuls of anti-imperialist fustian.)

It has been estimated by some that an
American invasion of Cuba would be
roughly equivalent to the American inva-
sion of Okinawa, at which the U.S. Marine

Corps took eighty pen:era casualties. But
the Cubans are not Japanese, and even with
all the indoctrination the Cubans have
received about Yanqui imperialism, we
should keep in mind how many Cubans
flooded the American embassy in 1980
seeking asylum in America. Nor should we
worry too much about Cuban extremists
retreating into the hills and continuing to
fight on in endless, fanatic, Lebanese-type
style. For Latins have more diversified
interests and a greater appreciation of lei-
sure than do Islamic fundamentalists; and
the third part of America’s land-home inva-
sion-the first part being the deployment
of the special operations forces, the second
part being the main invasion thrusts--is the
return of highly motivated Cuban-Ameri-
cans who would like nothing better than to
spend their time hunting down stray Com-
munists lurking in the mountains or mean
streets of Cuba.

Bringing democracy to Cuba might be a
tricky business, given the indoctrination
the population has been subjected to, but
with the expatriate influence, American
influence, and the inherent appeal of demo-
cratic rhetoric, the obstacles to installing a
democratic regime would not be over-
whelming; and while the results of an elec-
tion might not be entirely to our liking, it is
doubtful that the Cubans would move to
link themselves with the Soviets once again.

The benefits to be gained from an Amer-
ican invasion are high. So, however, might
be the cost in American blood. But if Amer-
ica is to remain a great power, secure its
defensive frontiers, and continue to mount
a convincing deterrent to Soviet aggres-
sion, we must be prepared to make such
sacrifices. If the costs seems unspeakably
high, we should keep it in mind the next
time someone tells us about the courageous
and vigorous leadership of JFK, who had
his chance at the Bay of Pigs to save us all a
lot of bother, and who failed.

Cato writes on foreign affairs for CR

By H.W. Crocker !!!

Robert Gravesc The Assault Herok; 1895-
1926 by Richard Perceval Graves
Viking, 387 pp., $24.95

When first I read Goodbye to All That a

half dozen years ago, 1 thought that here
was a well-educated, gallant young soldier
who had thrown his life away by marrying
a feminist and falling prey to trendy, intel-
lectual left-wing views. Reading Robert
Graves: The Assault Heroic, a biography
written by the poet’s nephew and covering
the same years as Goodbye to All That has
confirmed me in my conclusion.

Grave’s feminist first wife, Nancy Nichol-
son, refused to take Graves’s name or wear
a wedding ring, preferred to dress in trou-
sers and boots, and, because of her poor
emotional and physical health, kept him
from earning a steady salary and becoming
financially independent until he was thirty
years old, when he accepted a professor-
ship at the University of Cairo because he
thought the climate would benefit her.

Nancy Nicholson is, in fact, a perfect
example of what sort of havoc feminism
and other progressive ideas wreak upon
people. Graves’s suffering was hard
enough--badly wounded, several times
reported and confirmed dead, and shell-
shocked (even after the war, there were
times when "shells used to come bursting
on my bed at midnight," and "strangers in
day-time would assume the faces of friends
who had been killed")---yet his wife, with-
out the stresses of war, but with the stresses
of having had four children in five years
(while being a staunch advocate of birth
control), seems to be ill and enfeebled in
the pages of this book much more often
than Graves himself.

Still, Graves did love his wife and she did
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make him happy (though he had difficulty
making the distinction between admiring
her and being dominated by her), so per-
haps Nancy Nicholson should not be blamed
so much as Graves should be admired. He
had a way of sticking things out, a certain
kind of stoicism that he encapsulated in his
poem "The Assault Heroic":

i stood beneath the wall
And there defied them all.
The stones they cast I caught
And alchemized with thought
Into such lumps of gold
As dreaming misers hold,

Graves was born six years before the
death of Queen Victoria and in many ways
represents the fag end of Victorian chi-
valry. Morally circumspect--even consid-
ered a bit of a prig--be graduated from
Charterhouse public school with pacifistic
opinions and almost immediately thereaf-
ter found himself an officer in the British
army, doing his duty. "! am a sound mili-
tarist in action," he confessed, "however
much of a pacifist in thought."

Graves’s gallantry was not confined to
the field of battle, but also showed itself
prominently when he, himself terribly
shaken and left a physical and emotional
wreck by his experiences in the trenches,
convinced the army Medical Board to
grant the recklessly brave soldier-poet
Siegfried Sassoon indefinite medical leave
to help him overcome his shell-shock and
stop him from making a public protest
against the war. He succeeded; and in
Goodbye to All That he says:

I found myself most bitter with the
pacifists who had encouraged him to
make this gesture. I felt that, not
being soldiers, they could not under-

stand what it cost Siegfried emotion-
ally. It was wicked that he should
have to face the consequences of his
[publicl letter lagainst the warl on
top of those Quadrangle and Fon-
taine-les-Croiselles experiences. 1
also realized the inadequancy of such
a gesture. Nobody would follow his
example, either in England or in
Germany. The war would inevitably
go on and on until one side or the
other cracked."
When Germany finally cracked, Graves

was at first bitter that peace had come too
late to save the lives of so many of his
friends, but his bitterness soon gave way to
a most unprogressive nationalism. "[l]sn’t
it extraordinary to feel that the War’s won
at last: I keep a small silk Union Jack at the
stairhead to remind me of it so that I shan’t
grouse at the petty annoyances of
peace .... Thank God that there are still
living four or five poets.., to do some-
thing with the language of the conquering
races of the world."

When Graves returned to civilian life, he
inevitably attempted to recapture his child-
hood. Victorians idealized childhood, and
for Graves, whose introduction to adult life
had been the First World War, it took on an
especially comforting aspect. He said of
Nancy Nicholson,"my child-sentiment and
hers--she had a happy childhood to look
back on--answered each other."

And, like a good Victorian, Graves idol-
ized women. Such idolization was a found-
ing stone of his theory of poetry, for he
believed that poetry relied upon "the deifi-
cation of women, summed up in the idea of
chivalry."

Graves also believed that truth was not

necessarily to be found in the facts and that
associative, or what he called "analeptic,"
though had just as much right to respect as
formal intellectual thought. Given that. it is
difficult to see why Richard Perceval
Graves found it necessary to pen this biog-
raphy of his uncle. Goodbye to All That,
though factually unreliable, is a classic
work. Robert Graves: The Assault Heroic,
though factually sound, certainly is not.

Too much of it is taken up with diurnal
trivia. "Nancy came down for tea and was
’amiable’ to Siegfried, who had brought
some jam-roll and chocolate with him; and
afterwards Robert and Siegfried rambled
along the river bank and had, according to
Siegfried, ’rather an unsatisfactory conver-
sation’ which ended in a downpour." It is
hard to see how details such as this can be
of much use to anyone, particularly when
the biographer neglects his primary tasks:
such as analyzing Graves’s poetry, his
ideas, his place in literature and history,
and his friendships with Thomas Hardy,
Siegfried Sassoon, and T.E. Lawrence (of
Arabia).

Graves, Lawrence (for whom Richard
Perceval Graves has also served as biog-
rapher), and Sassoon are three sterling
examples of why it is shameful to compare
the tragedy of the Great War with the
butchery of the Iran-lraq conflict. It is a
pity that this book fails to make that, or any
other point.

H. W. Crocker Ill is a writer and editor in
Washington~ D. C. and CR ’s Brigadier Editor
Emeritus

By Patrick Groff

It is gelaerally agreed that competition is
the strongest of all the forces in the mar-
ketplace. A credible argument can be made
that uninhibited competition in the market
has a greater effect on product quality and
price than does governmental intervention
designed to achieve these effects. When-
ever freewheeling competition is allowed
to operate in the market consumers find
noticeable improvements in the quality and
cost of products and services.

A prime example of open competition in
educational services is the training of
would-be lawyers. Education in the law
ranges from that offered by prestigious
universities to storefront establishments.
Two critical factors control the conduct of
this enterprise, however. One, the percen-
tage of graduates of any given law training
that passes the bar examination is readily
available. Consumers are wary of law
schools with low percentages in this regard.
Two, the bar examination does not require
that candidates take a certain form of legal
education. To the contrary, candidates for
certification as lawyers are encouraged to
obtain the legal information they need
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from any and all sources available to them.
The results of this unrestricted opportu-

nity to become a lawyer have strengthened
our democracy. There obviously is greater
access to legal counsel and to hoped-for
justice today than in yesteryears.

The argument for wide-open competi-
tion can be made from a reverse angle, of
course. An argument of this nature pro-
ceeds to inquire what happens to productiv-
ity and cost when competition in educa-
tional services is deliberately eliminated. A
foremost example of protection given to a
single producer so that it faces no competi-
tion is’teacher education. To become a
teacher one must take courses from an
exclusive provider of this service: college
and university departments of education.
State credentialing agencies will not honor
coursework that does not originate from
this single source. As would be expected
under such monopolistic practice, this select
trainer of teachers is not held accountable
for the quality of its graduates or the costs
involved in their training. No independent,
disinterested agency judges whether teach-
ers actually are able to teach or not.

When a monopololy truly becomes es-
tablished in favor of a single producer of
services, agencies or bodies ancillary to its
function usually become eager defenders
of this restrictive system. So it is with the
training of teachers. School boards collab-
orate by honoring as acceptable for teacher
salary increases or promotions only the
course work inservice teachers take from
departments of education. Members of
these departments write textbooks used to
train future teachers, as well as the ones
provided for children in schools. Publishers
are pleased to participate in this arrange-
ment since it allows them to charge more
for their materials than otherwise would be
possible. Even the teacher unions see merit
in this monopoly. They have no reason to
challenge its seemliness since the depart-
ments of education train teachers to be
loyal members of these organizations.

The grant of total control over produc-
tion and its costs and over the evaluation of
product quality to a producer, as is the case
in the department of education monopoly.
might conceivably be defensible if one
could prove that this monopoly (I) was

eminently successfuly in producing a high-
quality product at a reasonable cost, and/or
(2) was necessary because there was 
alternative or available way to provide its
services. Neither of these conditions pre-
vails as regards the training of teachers by
departments of education, it appears.

The literature on the effectiveness of
their teacher training programs bristles
with denunciations by disinterested critics
of their practices. These critics repeatedly
charge that departments of education are
failing in this regard. Courses held by
departments of education are called "dis-
mal failures." It is found that teachers echo
these opinions. There are reports that
"teachers simply don’t know how to teach"
because they "get only a fleeting introduc-
tion to the knowledge required to teach."
No less eminent forces than the president of
Harvard University and the Carnegie
Forum on Education recently made similar
complaints.

The faultfinders of teacher education
note, too, that the bases for such negative
comments have increased substantially over
the past several years. The time has come,

one critic fumes, to suggest that depart-
ments of education have abdicated their
responsibilities to the clients they purport
to serve. Evidence is given that these
departments are structurally and philosoph-
ically incapable of providing the kind of
training that practicing teachers need. Some
observers wonder if there are enough edu-
cation professors who care about their call-
ing to demand reforms in it.

The critics of teacher education have yet
to see such censure taken seriously. It is
clear that departmentsofeducation are not
likely to willingly or meekly forego the
monopoly they enjoy since they are pro-
tected by it from the consequences of any
outside disapprobation. In a monograph I
prepared for the National Advisory Coun-
cil on Educational Research and Improve-
ment I thus concluded that departments of
education will not be easily persuaded to
come to terms with the charges of ineffi-
ciency leveled against them.

The only way to reform teacher educa-
tion I argued in Private Sector Alternatives
for Preventing Read/rig Fa//ure (U .S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1987) was to model
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teacher education and certification after
the pattern offered by legal education and
certification. In the field of reading educa-
tion for teachers private sector organiza-
tions are presently ready and willing to
compete with departments of education, if
allowed to do so. Reading teachers should
be certified in the same way lawyers are.

These private sector organizations have
inherent advantages over departments of
education in this regard. Contrary to the
practices of the departments, they must
continually prove their effectiveness in
order to stay in business. They must be
cost-conscious, something that the depart-
me0ts do not have to worry about, they can
offer instruction tailored more exactly to
the needs of clients than can the depart-
ments. The latter are constrained in this
respect by a host of unwieldy, self-imposed
regulations.

The elimination of the department of
education monopoly would also open up
the ranks of teaching to the entry of more
and different people than have by custom
been welcomed into it. If teacher credential
candidates’ knowledge and skills were ac-

ceptable, regardless of when, how, and
where they were obtained, many qualified
people now prevented from becoming
teachers would find access to this pro-
fession.

I also found the curricula private sector
organizations use to train reading teachers
to be in closer conformity with the findings
of empirical research than is the course
work of departments of education. The
materials they recommend for teaching
reading to children are less costly than are
those advocated by departments of educa-
tion. The methods of teaching children to
read that they espouse have greater veri-
fication.

My study convinced me that depart-
ments of education, increasingly belea-
guered by growing recriminations about
their practices, need to be rescued from
themselves. The single apparent way to
cure them of their illness in this respect is to
give them a healthy dose of competition
from private sector organizations that train
reading teachers. Vigorous competition in
this educational endeavor will help bring
about needed reforms in the administra-

tion, content, and methodology of instruc-
tion in the teaching of reading, and reduce
the costs of this operation. The conse-
quences of the competition to departments
of education recommended here would be
more effective reading instruction in our
schools, and an improvement in the level of
literacy across the nation.

As is illustrated here market forces can
bring on educational reform. State legisla-
tures, which are on record as favoring edu-
cational overhaul, must take heed. Our
elected representatives established the laws
that now restrict teacher education to de-
partments of education and which perpetu-
ate its questionable evaluation. Would not
reasonable-minded legislators respond fa-
vorably to petitions for the repeal of this
legislation in favor of competitive pro-
grams of teacher education and an inde-
pendent system for its evaluation?

Patrick Groff is a Professor of Education
at San Diego State University,.



Colonel North and the Emperor’s Clothes
By Fred West

The real. basic issue of the Oliver North
hearings in the lran-Contra affair, despite
the outraged expostulations of Congress-
men, their hired legal mouthpieces, and
certain programmed newsmen, was not
whether the colonel lied, or benefitted
financially, or broke the laws of the land
and--worst el all--bypassed Congress. Nor
was it a question of whether the eloquent
Marine is a genuine American hero or not:
and God knows, we need genuine heroes¯
The real issue was our flaccid, inefficient
system.

In this bicentennial year of our Constitu-
tion. we are complacently congratulating
ourselves on our inherent greatness, a
greatness passed oil to us by our Founding
Fathers who had the courage to defy and
overthrow the unJust system of their day.
We li’,c toda) under a specious and dan-
gerous cliche: The system works We accept
the ~eaknesses of the system b3 moudmlg
another cliche It’~ the price ~c pa3 lot
dclllOCl~lt.’\, for an open socit_’l’,. Io! frcc-

dolll "’M the time the Declaration ,,f lndc-

pcIldcIlCC ;’,, it,, ~,~, riIlCIl, lhe in,ijOill} t~l l]IC

p,..’,.~plc in l-ulgl,md and a gzcal l,r~q’u,rlltUl
tqllw ~lllCl Iddll coIOlli,,t", J.lCCCplc)d the ,..’I.ll

ICIll -,", "dClII, Iotl I.*kc Shakc,,pcarc, Halll
Ici. lhc’, pfcI,.’rro.l t~> h,.:ar th,.>,,c ill’, the’,
t- ;~.’x~ thali It+ lix lt+ other, that the\ klICk~

,I ,It \k,,’ plCCll ,itll~.Cl\C - t,/t.t,t\ II1 the

. OUt ,I~C tit the.’ Ic\x, ’d. htl d..trcd to ,..h,.tngc the

tllllall ~lt_’l \\C ’,l;.illd in ltlc clov~d ,Hid

t)litl~C lilt.’ Clllpcrt~l~ chllllc~, bllndillg our-
~cl~c~ Io rcalil\.

Colonel North held the nlirrol tip. and

the q’V screen e{po~cd a clear \icw It) the

entire nation el our bunlbling, oversized.
ineflicmen; (_’ongres~ and the system by
which the) mismanage the affairs of the
United States. Some government officials.
as well as some citizens, felt outrage against
this individual who had broken THE LAW,
that hob. infrangible code which they con-
sidered to be above all individuals. They
forgot, if they ever knew, that a code of law
is a man-made instrument, flexible enough
to accommodate changing times and dig
ferent conditions. They likewise forgot that
our Founding Fathers were the greatest
lawbreakers of their time and perhaps all
time. Those heroes knew full well that they
risked hanging when they declared: "We
mutuall.~ pledge to each other our Lives,
our Fortunes, and our sacred Honour.’"

The hypocris3 and chicaneD of many
Congressmen became apparent during the
hearings and in all the attendant reporting
b\ newMIlen and other conlmcntalors of

c~cr3 stripe The saint." Congressmen who

charged North with lying and lining his
own pockets are guilt)virtually every day
el their tenure in office of worse mal-
leasance. A list of misrepresentations and
misdeeds and exploitation of office is end-
less beca tic, e. under the system, these actions
continue unchecked. Congress passes laws
to assure a balanced budget, then regularly
breaks those laws¯ Hostile Congressmen
accuse the President of presiding over the
greatest budget deficit of all time. while
ignoring the fact that the President can
~pcnd only what Congress. with its Consti-
tutionally mandated power, authorizes hiin
to ,,penal Congress presents huge omnibus
hill,, to the President in which arc lucked
=’,,cr,,flling trolll pork-barrel projects 10r
p,lrllctllar diMrlClS to increases in their o~ n
~al,trlc~ and perquisites and pensions. 1o

~ecur; lulidln~ hlr tli~ own prl/iects, the

Prc~i_;cnl illU~ ’qgn htl all ltlcsc cxpttnse,,

(,,~lg=c-, ’c’.u~., Ill granl hllll Illlt.’-ilcnl

,.’ p,~c,s |hen. ~l~ilc clilici/ing the

.... , . :.m, -,:ckles,, ,,pending, (llngress-
¯ ,,.,. "cgdl.ll;} on.i%’, tax-paid iunkets on
Au P, ~ltc plane’, (at ncarl,, SHlt()(i an 
~0" llii’, liiiil’,po:lalhln alone) hi luxurious

{r~upical rc,,llrl, ,,uch a,, MiilllCgo Ba’~

Jamaica "to study U.S.-Soviet relations"
and other such specious excuses.

The lran-Contra hearings have definitely
revealed the pot calling the kettle black.

i

North also made it clear that foreign pol-
icy, including necessary secrecy, cannot be
performed through 500-plus would-be
Secretaries of State. A secret, told to one
other person, is no longer a secret. Multi-
plied by the number of "’watchdog commit-
tees" plus their enormous staffs, and the
grandstanding urge of practically every
politician to leak tidb.~ to the news media,
secret operations become a farce and a
shambles. To circumvent this and accom-
plish anything, the executive branch is
forced into channels of action which arc
often less than desirable.

The adversarial tactics inbred in a Con-
gress composed of mainly lawyer-repre-
sentatives is nowhere more apparent, and
shameful, than in the rebuttal by some
opposing-party member to every address
by the President to the American public via
radio and TV. The President’s statements
are challenged, disputed, and otherwise
denigrated¯ Can anyone image a partisan
politician following one of Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s fireside chats with such a be-
littling diatribe’? This is a tactic to demean
and emasculate the Executive, .lust as the
Contra hearings were a tactic employed for
the same purpose. But North. considered a
pawn. turned out to bca knight

The system does m,t work. nor is it trill)
a democracy.

h does not work because through our
go~.ernlllenl we illC stcadil~ ..,pendillg our-

scl~e,, inlo hankruptc), h dec,, nol ~ork

because our borders are wide open I~ invil

,,ion el all ~,orls: drug-slrluggler,,. Icrlorl’d,,.
the criminall) insane and di,,ca~c, pro, rail
lion~ of illegaN ~ho prompll3 hc~omc.
lhank~ Ill volcI~eeking (’ongressnlell, rc

cipicntsol the. d{niini~hiny ,%lnCl ic;ifl \~ ealltl

slid dilninl~hing ,-\lncricttn land. cintl wh~l

no longer assiimilate into a varied but uni-
fied nation but who divide the country into
adversarial tribes under the specious cli-
che: "a multi-cultural society." It does not

work because since the Sixties, American
values have been subverted and the only
credo now is: Get rich by any means. Vio-
lent crime continues to increase, so we
have Bernard Goetzes practicing their own
brands of personal safety. Literacy has by
and large sunk to the lowest common
denominator. To encourage excellence is
considered "discrimination," the dirtiest
word in the halls of Congress¯

It is not truly a democracy because we,
the electorate, no longer select our candi-
dates for office" we merely vote for the slate
presented us by powerful interest groups.
How like the Soviet system we ridicule?
While mouthing all the cliches about
democracy and a representative govern-
ment. we reveal our real disaffection by
avoiding the polls at election time. Roughly
50% of the eligible voters turn out to vote,
usually ahmg party lines, with the vague
feeling that one party represents better than
the other certain desired objectives. The
candidate himself is the lesser of two or
more evils.

Who arc these prepackaged candidates
who go through the sham and hoopla at
regular inlervals? They arc individuals
with "Tire in the belly": thai is to say, people
with a burning drive for power. At the time
of the Founding Fathers. our represenla-
rives at all levels were gcnerall3 of the
moral and intellectual elite of the countr\
who. b~ and large, served in tfll’,cc rcluc+
lantl\ bill out of a strong sense of patriot-

i’,nl. ()ur nmtlcrn pov~cr-drivcrs spend rail.
lions el thlllarx apiece hi ~el lheinsel\¢~

seleclcd ’and clccled, then ~heel and deal

and biiigain and prlunisc ill order to keep
lhenl,,clve,, in ollicc. Another specious eli-

oh{’: %c nccd people in go~,crnmcnl wh~
"kn~x~ lhcil as,i\ around Washington"

Wrong? What we need are people in govern-
ment with a profound sense of right and
wrong, with better-than-average intellect
and breadth of vision to understand and
work for the good of theentire nation, both
in the short mn and the long run.

Even with the best of representatives,
500-plus individuals could hardly reach
healthy compromises and achieve fruitful
agreements on matters of legislation and
policy. The Founding Fathers certainly did
not have such a unwieldy number in mind
when they set up the order of representa-
tion. What they did leave with us, though,
was the flaming admonition in the Declara-
tion of Independence: "Governments are
instituted among Men, deriving their just
Powers from the consent of the gov-
erned .... Whenever any form of govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends. it
is the Right of the People to alter or to
abolish it. and to institute new Govern-
ment .... ’" Clearly, it is high time to do
some altering.

As a first step, Congres.,, must be reduced
As a second step, it must be reconlposed so
that a President may carD out tile program

the American people elected him to caN\
out. Under the present system, he is no~
allowed to carry out that program When
the Constitution was ratified, we had 13
states and 26 senators, a manageable num-
ber, not too many to work together in rca
sonabtc and constructive harmony. One
hundred is not a manageable number.
Instead of two senators per state, let each
state elect one senator for a six-year term.
not for a lifetime career with a pension¯
Cliche: It takes a lot of pay to get qualified
men for the position. Wrong? It takes a
measure of patriotism. Such a reduced
Senate would concentrate less on juicy
chairmanships and other positions of ex-
tended power and more on its function of
advice and consent, really advising the
President instead of sniping at him and his
program. And, as authorized by the Consti-
tution, the Senate would invoke impeach-
ment procedures should the President turn
out to be less than honest.

Instead of a proportionate number of
representatives from the states, two repre-
sentatives from each state, at least one of
whom must be of the new President’s party,
should be elected at the same time as the
President. with the same four-year tenure.
An effective and honest President endeav-
oring to carry out his clearly enunciated
program should not have a lot of trouble in
marshalling a majority in the House to
write the legislation necessary to perform
his job.

Since no system created by fallible men
is infallible, the risk would be on the
shoulders of the citizens of the country, to
elect the best man to the highest position.
All these recommended changes would
demand but simple tinkering with our still-
admirable Constitution¯ Our eyes are now
wide open to our current, rundown system.

If Cohmel North is not a genuine hero, he
is certainly an effective catalyst.

Fred West is a contributor to CR.
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’Soviets is utterly unacceptable not only
because SDi is a vital part of the U.S.
defense strategy, but also because the
Soviets have a strategic defense program of
their own. First, over two decades ago the
Soviets deployed a point defense around
Moscow which consists of detection/track-
ing radars and one hundred launchers. This
system has since been upgraded. Second,
ever since the late sixties the Soviets have
researched space weapons as a use in
defense against incoming ICB~’s. Due to
these facts, SDI must not be bargained
away. Consequently, strength in defensive
weapons is also a deterrent just as strength
in offensive weapons is. So for this reason, a
move away .from the concept of MAD
toward deterrence by a non-nuclear defen-
save system would be something that bene-
fits the whole world.

Conclusively, the United States defense
ideology should be one of peace through
strength. However, while the U.S. advo-
cates world peace, the U.S. can not afford
to do this unilateraUy~This happened with
the Soviets Mlhe midto late seventies, and
they took sdvintage of the U.S. Show the
Soviets military strength, and they will
negotiate. This ts the case with the Pershing
Ii and cruis~ missiles in Europe. On the
other hand, if the United States does not
show any sil~of strenllth, or a willingness
to directly ~01~’ont tl~ Soviets, the U.S.
will findilNIi intimidated out of its own

~reignpol~ebjeetives. Ultimately, the
niter ~! sMkve foreign policy
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Confounding
Fathers

By Kerry J. Joyce

Our living Constitution
Inspiring contrivance
Remarkably was written
Without our social science

But we can’t glean what they did mean
This Committee thinks
Like latter age Egyptians
Gaping puzzled at the Sphynx

Judge Bork from our per~pe¢~ve
You are wrong in your contention
To follow in their foetste~
Was not the Prati#er’s tnlention
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